Proteomic analysis of human breast cell lines using SELDI-TOF MS shows that mixtures of estrogenic compounds exhibit simple similar action (concentration additivity).
Endocrine modulating chemicals in the environment are possible causative agents of a number of human diseases. Many of these compounds act on the same molecular target, and hence risk assessment requires consideration of their possible combined effects. Here, we studied the combined effects of 17beta-estradiol, genistein, bisphenol A and endosulfan on MCF-7 cells. Full concentration-effect curves for cell proliferation were obtained for each compound and used to identify appropriate concentrations for investigating the effects of binary mixtures of the compounds. Protein profiling by surface-enhanced laser desorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry was performed to identify responsive proteins. Treatment with each of the compounds produced similar protein profile changes. Prominent and consistent changes were seen in 12 protein ions. Cell proliferation and protein levels responded monotonically to the estrogens, with identifiable no observable effect concentrations in all cases. Binary mixtures of the compounds produced effects on cell proliferation and on each of the responsive protein ions that were fully consistent with concentration additivity. Thus, no reason to deviate from the application of the principles of dose-response and dose additivity in the risk assessment of combinations of estrogenic compounds was found in this study.